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THE ABORTION PILL is finally coming

to the U.S., and a breakthrough

that eliminates the follow-up

shots will make it simpler to use

By JILLSMOLOWE

planned.

Science and politics are new con- -

Spiring to make that scenario—scary

to some, a godsend to others—a 1"eali- » -

ty, one that could allow abortion to L

be a truly private decision, albeit still

not an easy one. Doctors have re-

ported on a pivotal breakthrough in

the use of the controversial French

abortion dmg known as RU 486: a

woman who takes the drug will no

longer have to go to a clinic for a fol—

low-up injection to induce contrac—

tions. Instead, the entire procedure

Will involve simply taking two

sets of pills. Concurrently,

President Clinton has firmly

signaled a willingness to re—

consider the policies of the

Reagan and Bush Administra-

tions, Which barred RU 486

from the US.

The resulting social up~

heaval could transform one of

the nation’s most divisive

political debates by making

abortion far more difficult to

regulate. And eventually it

could mean abortions will be

come simpler, safer and more

accessible not only through-

out the U.S. but also around

the world.

Dr. EtienneEmile Bau-

lieu, the inventor of RU 486,

and his French colleagues describe the successful tests of the

no—injection method in theNew England Journal ofilledicine. “This

new regimen,” they conclude, “is simpler and potentially allows

greater privacy than any other abortion method.” In a tough ac-
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BORTION Is NEVER EASY. THERE IS

the anguish of the decision, the in-

vasive nature of the procedure,

and sometimes an ugly confron-

tation with right-to—llfe forces

lying in wait outside the clinic

door. But imagine if abortion could be a

truly private matter. Say, something as

easy as visiting a doctor, getting a few

pills, returning home to swallow

them, then checking back a few days

later to make sure that all went as

nanny
ron

BATTLE

,_ companying editorial, the Journal brands efforts to block

’ use Of the drug in the US. a “disgrace.”

T"? Those political barriers, however, are quickly crum-

bling. Two days after his Inauguration, President Clin-

ton ordered his Administration to “promote the test-

ing, licensing and manufacturing” of RU 486. Until

then, the French manufacturer of the drug, Rous-

sel Uclaf, and its German parent company,

Hoechst AG, had steadfastly shied ax ray from

becoming involved in the American market

for fear of infuriating antiabortion activists.

But in April, at the instigation of the U .8.

Food and Drug Administration, Roussel

annouuced a compromise: it agreed to li-

cense RU 486 to the US. Population

Council, a nonprofit organization based

in New York City, which in turn would

run clinical tests.

As a result, the abortion pill could

become available through a testing

program later this year. The Ore-

gon and New Hampshire legislatures

have already volunteered their states

as test sites. and the FDA is enthusi-

astic. Says commissioner David

Kessler: “If there is a safe and effec-

tive medical alternative to a surgical

procedure, then we believe it should

be available in this country." Al-

though testing a new drug generally

takes seven to 10 years, RU 486 has

been so widely used in France that

US. approval could come in as little as

two to three years. In the meantime,

the testing will enable at least 2.000

women to use the pill.

These developments could

change the nature of abortion

and even of birth control

by eventually permitting the

widespread distribution of

pills. Though the Supreme

Court’s Roe v. llha’e decision

of 1973 made abortion legal in

the Ll.S., the ruling was ren-

dered moot in some places by

the dearth of doctors willing

to perform the procedure and

by the fervor of demonstra-

tors who frightened women

away from clinics. Now the

battleground may shift to the

FDA, drug manufacturers and

state legislatures.

“We will not allow anti-choice zealots to deny RU 486 to Ameri-

can women,” vows Pamela hilaraldo, president of the Planned Par-

enthood Federation of America. The proelife forces are no less de-

termined. “When they invent new ways to kill children. we will

invent new ways to save them,” warns the Rev. Keith Tucci of Op-

eration Rescue National. A coalition of antiabortion forces has

“ This new

regimen is simpler

and potentially

allows greater

invent new ways

to kill children,

we will invent new

ways to save

them. 77

4% Rev. Kent Tuesa,

Ortmnou RESCUE Nunavut

privacy than any

other abortion

method. 77

-DR. ETIENNE-EMILE BAULIEU,

INVENTOR 0F RU 486
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scheduled a demonstration in front of the

French embassy in Washington on June

18, just three days before Roussel Uclaf

holds its annual meeting in Paris.

HE ABORTION DRUG HAS BEEN A

source of controversy ever since ‘

its invention was announced in

1982 by Baulieu, a French physi-

cian who worked as a researcher

at Roussel Uclaf. The concept was

rather simple: RU 486, an antiprogestin,

could break a fertilized egg’s bond to the

uterine wall and thus induce a miscar-

riage. An injection two days later of pros-

taglandin, a hormone-like substance,

would force uterine contractions and

speed the ejection of the embryo. It took

six more years and tests on more than

17,000 women before the French govern-

ment announced that RU 486 would be

made available for public use.

The news spawned furious reaction in

the press, an outpouring of outraged let,

ters from Roman Catholic doctors, and a

church-sponsored protest through the 1

streets of Paris. A month later. a shaken ‘

Roussel Uclaf yanked the drug from the

market. saying the company did not want

to engage in a “moral debate."

Doctors around the world certainly

did. Thousands of physicians had (3011-

vened that month at a medical congress in

Rio de Janeiro, and most of them signed a

petition demanding that the French gov

emment reverse Roussel‘s decision. With-

in 48 hours, Health Minister Claude Evin

declared that once government approval

had been granted, “RU 486 became the

moral property of women," and he or-

dered Roussel to resume distribution. In

1989 RU 486 was made available to all li—

censed abortion clinics and hospitals in

France. The results proved encouraging.

save for a freak incident in 1991 when a

woman who was an avid smoker suffered

a heart attack while trying to use RU 486

to abort her 13th pregnancy. After that

mishap, the government banned use of the

pill by heavy smokers and women age 35

and older, who have a greater than usual

risk of complications.

Using RU 486 was less painful, carried

less risk of infection and gave women

greater control over the process than a

surgical procedure. Over the next 3112

years, 100,000 Frenchwomen used it suc-

cessfully. Of those who made the decision

early enough, about 85% chose RU 486

over surgery. (The pill is currently used in

France only within seven weeks of the

first day of a woman’s last menstrual perie

od; there is now talk of extending usage to

a 10-week interval.) Almost all judged the

method satisfactory.

Such promising results persuaded

both Sweden and Britain to license

RU 486; India is testing the drug. China is

manufacturing Clones that as yet are not

widely available. Other countries, most

50
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Progesterone, a hormone produced by the ovaries,

ts necessary for the implantation and development

of a fertilized egg .

Taken early in pregnancy RU 486 blocks the action

of progesterone and makes the

body react as if it isn't

Pregnant

Prostaglandins, taken

2 days later. cause

the uterus to contract

and the cervix to

soften and dilate. As a

result, the embryo is

expelled in 97% of the cases.

notably Canada. are waiting for the US. to

take the lead. “The US. is the leader in ad-

vanced research, the main source of devel-

opment funds and the heart of worldwide

‘ networks that can allow RU 486 to help

women everywhere." explains Baulieu.

In 1991 the French began testing the

new method of using RU 486 that does not

TIME. JLNE 14, I993

THE INVENTOR: Baulieu hopes his

pill can help women avoid ugly

confrontations with protesters

require going to a clinic for a follow—up

shot. An oral prostaglandin, commercially

marketed as Cytotec by the American

manufacturer G.D. Searle, enabled wom-

en to abort simply by swallowing a combi-

nation of pills. The efiiciency rate rose

from 95.5% to 96.9%, and the speed of the

procedure improved. In 61% of the cases,

the uterine contents were expelled within

four hours after taking Cfiotec, in con-

trast to 47% in the case of prostaglandin

injections. Although there were instances

of nausea and diarrhea. which are also

common side effects with injections. those

who took the pills reported considerably

less pain. “Women tolerate it much bet-

ter,” says Dr. Elisabeth Aubeny of the

Broussais Hospital in Paris, a testing

ground for RU 486 in 1984. For French

taxpayers. who foot 80% of the bill for each

abortion through their national health-

care system, there is also an advantage: a

dose of Cytotec costs only 72¢. vs. $22 for

the prostaglandin shot.

Once again, controversy erupted.

When Baulieu first began experimenting

with RU 486 in combination with an oral

prostaglandin. Roussel balked. As a result.

Baulieu had to persuade French public

health officials to defray insurance costs.

After preliminary trials, the government

compelled Roussel to participate, arguing

that the proposed testing ofan oral prosta-

glandin was important for women. Al-

though Searle raised no objections, its

executives remain uncomfortable about
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being linked to the abortion business.

“Searle has never willingly made [Cyto- ‘

tee] available for use in abortion,” a com-

pany official wrote in a letter to the W211!

Street Journal in February. “It is not

Searle’s intention or desire to become em-

broiled in the abortion issue.” Searle’s res-

ervations echo that of Hoechst president

Wolfgang Hilger, who has been open about

his ethical objections to RU 486.

The uses of RU 486 could extend well

beyond dealing with some of the 37 million

abortions carried out around the globe each

year. European studies have shown that it is

an ett‘ective morning—after pill, inducing

less nausea or vomiting than other drugs ‘

used for the same purpose. There are also

indications that RU 486 can combat endo-

metriosis, a leading cause of female infertil-

ity, and fibroid tumors, a condition that of—

ten necessitates hysterectomy. Thus the

same drug that can help some women end

unwanted pregnancies may enable others

to bear children. Assorted

studies have found that

RU 486 may also combat

breast cancer and Cush-

ing's syndrome, a life-

threatening metabolic

disorder.

Despite the many po-

tential uses for RU 486

and its etiectiveness as an

abortion method, efibrts

to legalize it in the U.8.

have met with repeated

failure. Last year a pro~

Choice group called Abor-

tion Rights Mobilization

‘3‘1PA
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decided to force a court challenge of the

import ban imposed on RU 486 by the ‘

Bush Administration in 1989. The organi-

zation helped Leona Benten, a pregnant

29-year-old California social worker, fly to

England, obtain a dose of RU 486, then try

to bring it into the US. through New York

City’s Kennedy Airport. Customs officials

seized the pills. The ensuing legal battle

went up to the Supreme Court, which re—

fused to order the government to return

the pills. Benten subsequently had a surgi-

cal abortion.

The Clinton Administration has not

yet revoked the ban, but its significance is

minor. Because distribution of the pills is

tightly controlled in Europe and they can~

not easily be purchased and imported, the

real issue is how quickly the Administra-

3 tion will encourage the manufacture and

marketing of the drug in the US.

When the pill does become available in

America, abortion will not be as easy as

going to the doctor and taking some of the

tablets home-at least not right away. In

France, for instance, a woman is required

to pay four visits over a three-week period

to one of the country’s 800 licensed clinics

or hospitals. The first step is a gynecologi-

cal exam. Doctors make sure the pregnan-

‘ cy is in its early stages, and a social work-

er or psychologist discusses with her the

decision to abort. Then the woman is sent

home for a weeklong “reflection” period.

When she returns, she is required to

sign a government form requesting the

abortion. She must also sign a Roussel

form that confirms her understanding

that a malformed fetus might result if she ‘

does not see the. abortion through to com-

pletion. (As yet no defects have been found

in the small number of babies born to

women known to have taken RU 486.) At

that point, the woman is given three aspi-

rin-ljke RU 486 tablets, each containing ‘

200 mg of the drug. After swallowing the

pills. she again goes home.

Except in the rare instance where the

RU 486 is enough to induce a quick abor-

tion. the woman must take two 200mg Cy-

totec pills within the next 48 hours. Be-

cause the timing is critical and doctors

want to monitor the effects of this contrac-

tion-inducing drug, women are required to
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return to the clinic. They are encouraged to

remain for four hours, even if the expulsion

happens earlier. Eight to 10 days later, they

must pay a final visit for an exam to make

sure no part of the egg remains.

Even with all these steps, the proce

dure seems blessedly simple to most wom-

en. “Taking a pill seems far less murder-

ous and violent to the child than using a

vacuum cleaner,” says a 31-year—old wom-

an who has had both types of abortion.

“You feel so helpless when they put you to

sleep and you know they’re going to be us-

ing their tubes and knives on you." Some

women, however, become traumatized by

the thought of performing an abortion

with their own hand. After her experience

with RU 486, Joelle Mevel, 34, vows that if

there is a next time, she will choose sur-

gery. “I spent the whole time worrying

that I would see the child in the basin, that

I would be able to discern something hu-

man in the blood,” she says. “I would rath—

er have gone to sleep and awakened later

knowing it was all over.”

American abortion-rights advocates

talk of boiling France’s time-consuming

RU 486 procedure down to just two visits

to the doctor. It would be possible. though

controversial, for the government to let

RU 486 be administered in any doctor’s of-

fice or possibly even by trained nurse

practitioners. If that happened, many

women could avoid running a gauntlet of

protesters outside an abortion clinic. Still,

it won’t take all the anguish out of the pro—

cedure. “It‘s insulting to women to say

that abortion now will be as easy as taking

aspirins,” says Baulieu. “It is always diffi-

cult, psychologically and physically, some-

times tragic.” —Reportedby

J. Madeleine Nash/Chicago, Frederick Painton/

Paris, Janice C. Simpson/New York and

7313 Skari/Paris

TO THE BARRICADES: In Washington

RU 486 advocates take their fight to

the streets: at LF. K. Airport, a

bespectacled Benten begins her battle

to bring the pill into the U.S.
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Protesters will have a

hard time finding targets,

but they won’t give up

By DAVIDVAN BIEMA

AKE AN ABORTION CLINIC. DRAW

some protesters around it, Some-

one holding a sign with a fetus on

it. Someone else, perhaps, holding

a real fetus.

Add the miracle drug: the protesters

disappear. So do the signs. the fetus.

Why? Because the clinic, too, is gone. re- ‘

placed by the privacy of thousands of 1

1 You won't know where to lie down."anonymous doctors' offices. That. say

some. is the elementary physics oi‘RU 486.

Although the philosophical center of

the abortion debate has always been the

woman and what was going on in her

womb, its public center was the doctor

who performs abortions and what was go-

ing on in his Clinic. RU 466, its adherents

hope, will permit medicine to achieve

52

what politics has made problematic: al-

lowing the issue of abortion to be a private

matter between a woman and her doctor.

“You can’t stop a woman from Visiting a

doctor," a securities analyst who follows

the drug industry told the lib]! Street

Journal. “It becomes a private transaction.

And that’s the end of the abortion battle." it

Congressman Ron Wyden of Oregon

claims that once the drug arrives, “it will

no longer be possible for these extremists

to target Centralized locations like clin-

ics.” Harvard law professor Laurence

i Tribe, grimly alluding to the murder earli-

er this year of an abortion doctor in Flori-

da. says. “You won’t know whom to kill.

With the arrival of RU 486 in the U.8.-

especially in a form that requires the

woman merely to take pills rather than

also get a shot—the Vision of some pro-

ehoiee advocates, that the drug could

abort the abortion debate, will be tested.

Will antiabortion activists tind ways to re-

strict the availability of the abortion pill?

TIME. JUNE 14. 13935;

And if not, will RU 486 really obviate the

clinics and confound the picketers?

Jerry Falwell sits in the chancellor’s

office of Liberty University, his school in

Lynehburg, Virginia, and describes his ab-

horrence of RU 486. The host of the Old

Time Gospel Hour on 200 television sta-

tions. he still has the. contacts and much of

the clout that he enjoyed in his Moral Ma-

jority days. He compares unprotesting ae-

ceptance of the new drug to the German

ehurches’ inaction during the Holocaust:

“We can’t make that mistake again.” he

says. “Morally we will have no recourse

except to do whatever is available to us.”

Peg Yorkin sits in the high-tech Los

Angeles ofiice of the Feminist h-‘Iajority

Foundation. an organization she co~

founded and into which she has poured

“ $10 million. Her worth has been estimated

at up to $100 million- The RU 486 “genie”

is “out of the bottle,” she says. To get it to

American women, ”we are prepared to do

whatever we have to do.“

In the middle, until recently. was the

Will abortion

clinics

4: disappear?

They will be less busy.

but not gone altogether.

If women do not decide

on abortion early in

pregnancy. RU 486 is

not an option. Planned

Parenthood estimates

that two-thirds of

abortions will still be

surgical procedures.

drug’s producer. France’s Roussel Uclaf.

Its corporate parent, Germany’s huge

Ho-echst chemical company, feared a pro-

life boycott of its American products if it

allowed RU 486 to be marketed in the US.

And Yorkin threatened a pro-choice boy-

cott if it didn’t. In the face of this dilemma

and some badgering by the FDA, the com-

pany did what a typically cautious multi-

national would: it passed its burden (or

tried to, anyway) onto the shoulders of :

someone else, in this case the nonprofit

Population Council.

Two weeks ago, the council convened a

round-table meeting with a diverse group

of women’s health organizations to dis-

cuss the socioeconomic mix of the partici—

pants in the upcoming RU 486 trials. It

was the first of many such planning ses- ;

sions. The council, which has not yet fin-

ished raising the $4 million it will need to 1

complete the testing, says the trials will

involve at least 2,000 women who will

probably be a “representative sampling”

by race and age. The subjects will not re-

ceive injected prostaglandin,

but skip right to the new all-

pill version. Above all, the

council will act deliberately.

“When there is something to

says a spokeswoman weari~

ly. “It’s just that there is

nothing more to say now.”

The RU 486 ball is in the

council’s court, and it can

control the speed of play.

The FDA cannot rule on the

pill until the council has

filed a new—drug application,

and the council cannot file

until it has run its tests and

found a US. manufacturer.

But there is reason to believe

that once an application has

been filed, the agency will do its utmost to

i streamline the process. It was, after all,

FDA chief David Kessler, a Bush holdover

kept on by Clinton, who persuaded Rous-

sel Uclaf to allow its drug to be reviewed

for use in the US. market. And it is

Kessler’s aggressive advocacy-plus the

relative impregnability of large agencies

like the FDA to public pressure—that has ‘

‘ convinced even so devoted a foe as Gary

Bauer, an antiabortion leader and former

Reagan policy czar, that “if the Adminis-

tration is intent on bringing RU 486 into

the country . . . they can do it.”

Not all Bauer's allies are so fatalistic,

however. The American Life League has

‘ developed a six-point strategy for oppos-

ing the pills, including protest rallies, calls

for government investigations and plans

for deluging the FDA with mail. Pennsylva-

nia Governor Robert Casey, perhaps the

country’s highest-profile pro~life Demo- ‘

crat, wonders if Kessler’s enthusiasm for

the new pills could backfire. “The US.

government is guilty of a

flagrant abuse of its au-

thority” in this case, he

says. “The FDA should not

be an advocate for a drug

that hasn’t been tested

here." He Speculates that

pro—lifers might use the al-

leged conflict of interest as

the basis for a legal suit en—

joining the drug’s intro-

duction until the FDA can

prove its objectivity.

On the state level, the

I‘ight-tdlfl‘e forces will no

doubt fight for the same

kind of regulations already

used to limit surgical abor-

tions: mandatory counsel-

ing. parental consent for

minors and a required

waiting period—niaybe an extensive one,

after the French model. Such regulations

might help ease qualms about the pill

among the people who make up the vast

conflicted middle ground in the abortion 1
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explain, we will explain it,” ‘

Will it be

taken in the

home?

Most pro-choice experts

believe the RU 486 pills

should be taken in the

presence of a doctor so

that their distribution

can be controlled. Some

feel the follow-up

prostaglandin could be

taken at home if a

physician is on call.

debate: those who support a woman’s

right to choose yet might worry that a pill

could, in some cases, lead to choices that

are too hasty 0r um‘eflective.

in any case, the political debate will

certainly make it more difficult to find an

American company willing to distribute

the drug. After the pill appeared in

France, opponents sent 1.5 million critical

postcards to Hoechst’s U.S. subsidiary.

Hoechst Celanese, and they will inevitably

: call a boycott against all products of any

company that gets into the RU 486 busi-

ness. And that’s just the first volley. “Do

you think the pharmaceutical corporate

executive wants someone picketing in his

neighborhood?” asks the Rev. Patrick Ma-

honey, spokesman for Operation Rescue.

Aware of such potential problems, the

pill’s inventor, Dr. Etienne‘Emile Baulieu,

is leading his own effort to establish a non-

profit foundation that would set up a new

company both to manufacture and distrib-

ute RU 486 worldwide. Since the pill

would be its only product, he says, the boy-

cott threat would evaporate. The Popula-

tion Council has expressed a willingness

to discuss the plan with him.

When the pill finds a maker, how will

it reach the taker? Its proponents, espe-

cially those hoping to make the clinic pro-

testers vanish, agree that France’s tightly

controlled distribution method was de-

vised, as a New England Journal Q/‘ilv‘ledi—

cine editorial put it, “for political rather

; than scientific reasons.” One common yet

radical suggestion is that RU 466 and

prostaglandin could be sold to women as

prescription drugs and taken at home. “To

even suggest that you could do that is ri-

diculous," protests Judie Brown, presi.

dent of the American Life League. That

sentiment finds some support even from

Baulieu. He opposes distribution by pre-

scription because of what

he calls “the cousin syn-

drome”—the woman for

whom the drug was pre—

scribed might pass it on to

a cousin or friend. who has

not had a gynecological

exam. In rare cases, that

woman may be having un-
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Will the pill be

used all over

the world?

The World Health

Organization runs

RU 486 studies in 12

countries, including

China and India. Yet

tough abortion laws in

most developing nations

(and some developed

ones) make universal

use unlikely.

detected prob-

lems. such as a

a potentially le-

thal complication

that the pills would not halt.

Baulieu does, however, believe the pill

could be administered by gynecologists

outside of a clinic environment. He sup-

ports the “twovisit” plan: the woman is

examined, takes the first set of pills, goes

home. takes the second two days later, and

returns to the doctor to make sure the pro-

cess has been completely effective. Advo-

cates of this method make two assump—

tions about the woman: that she Will have

the emotional fortitude to go through an

experience on her own. and that she will

get to a hospital if she becomes one of the

rare cases Where there is excess bleeding

or other complications. Lynne Randall. di-

rector of an Atlanta abortion clinic that

has volunteered to be an RU 486 test site.

sees no long—term obstacle: “The supervi-

sion Would be a doctor’s saying, ‘I’m on

call. If you get bad cramps, call me and I’ll

meet you in my office or at the hospital.’ ”

Randall and other would-be pioneers

are also making a scientific assumption:

that if a woman takes the first set of pills

but neglects the second, and her pregnan-

cy comes to term. the child will be normal.

For years RU 486 opponents have warned

of Thalidomide—like tragedies, “the ab-

sence of hands. a foot gromm out of a

knee.” as one spokesman put it. Baulieu

and other informed advocates argue that

this is Chemically impossible; that in the

handful of lmown cases Where RU 486 did

54

tubal pregnancy, i

1 tients . . . It’s a lot easier to

i send in women to ask for RU

not stop pregnancy, the Children born

were all healthy.

Ifthe process could be as simple as Bau-

lieu and Randall suggest, private physi-

cians, who have shunted oil” the majority of

abortions on clinics, might be “filling to

perform them again. “I think a lot more pri-

vate physicians would quietly give RU 486

in their practices." sas Su-

san Hill head of the Nation-

al Women’s Health Net-

work. “It wouldn’t happen

overnight, but if they felt it

was safe and they weren’t

going to he protested every

day, I think they would

start Ofiermg 1t t0 their pa" Ill?

protest 400 clinics than I" '

10,000 doctors.”

Not so. says Joseph

Scheidler, author of Closed:

.99 Il'izys (a Stop Abortion.

“We will probably know

which physicians are dis-

pensing it." he warns. “We’ll

486 . . . There will he doctors

who will not deal with it.”

For those who do, “we’ll go

to their homes. to their of-

fices, to their hospitals." Bonnie Quirke.

: president of the Illinois Right to Life Federa-

tion. promises “a massive educational efibrt

" with physicians and pharmacists." ‘

The two to three years needed for test- ‘

ing and approval of RU 486 could delay its

debut until the middle of the next presiden-

tial-eleetion campaign. And as Jerry Fal’

TIME, JUNE 14, 1993

How will the

pro-lifers

protest the

They will stage

demonstrations this

month and boycott any

company that agrees to

produce RU 486 in the

U.S. They may take legal

action against the FDA

and. eventually, try to

“target" doctors who

administer the pill.

well is happy to conjecture, “I thinkRU 486

will be a major issue in the campaign if it is

not yet distributed.” His goal, he says. will

be to elect a leader “with dilferent morals

than the President.” The lifers Will talk

about death that hides in the palm of a

hand; the choicers about empowerment a

woman can hold between two fingers. Al-

though the advent of RU

486 could greatly change

the nature of the abortion

debate, it is unlikely to

make it go away. —Reported

by Adam Biegel/Aflanta, Julie

Johnson/Washington, Frederick

Painton/Paris and Janice C.

Simpson/NewYork
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the acts alleged beyond what the public required. The

charges therefore will be dismissed.” The case went to

the Ontario Court of Appeal where the verdict was

upheld.

The decision was decidedly unpopular in some

areas, and the editorial in the Montreal newspaper,

“L’Unite” March 31, 1937 ended as follows: “Judge

Clayton is no man worthy of being a judge. His resigr

nation should be demanded from the government

which has named him. Ah! if there only existed a

Legion of Decency, strong, powerful and spread through,

out the Province, one could arouse public opinion and

publicly flay this idiot of a Judge Clayton, who some day

will be famous in Canada for having judged a case of

such significance as this, as a mere clerk, and with an

absence of the religious or civic spirit which brings a

reproach upon the magistracy.”

Dorothea Palmer disappeared from sight shortly

after the close of the trial, and it was many years later

that we came across her now living under her married

name of Ferguson. When 1 met her, she was as outspo’

ken as ever on the importance of the work in which she

had been involved, and by good fortune we were able

to have a two/hour interview on her experience cap—

tured on film. Her fiery spirit undaunted, her commit—

ment to helping the families she worked with still

uppermost in her mind, Dorothea Palmer Ferguson was

a remarkable woman in pioneering legislative change

in Section 207 of the Criminal Code, She died in

Ottawa in her early ’80s

Barbara and George Cadbury

The Cadbury name is widely associated with the

production of fine chocolate. Not many people, how—

ever, know that Barbara and George Cadbury made out;

standing contributions to Family Planning in Canada,

and also to International Planned Parenthood.

Barbara and George were both born in London, Eng

land, and emigrated to Toronto, Canada in 1960. That

same year, a casual reference in the newspaper to some

one being fined in Toronto for selling condoms so

annoyed the Cadburys that they set about organizing a

campaign to help to change the law. Twenty concerned

citizens met to discuss the problem and, thus, was found,

ed Planned Parenthood ofToronto, on October 12, 1961.

Barbara became its first secretary and later the Pres—

ident. She worked out of her home until they were able

to build community support and move to more practi«

cal facilities. George was not only supportive of his wife’s

efforts, but carried the message of family planning

actively to many countries around the world. He was

elected Chairman of the International Planned Par—

enthood Federation in 1969 and was rerelected in 1971.

When Toronto Planned Parenthood set up a special

phone line for anyone to call in with problems, it was

Barbara Cadbury who volunteered to handle the calls

on the opening night. The first call that came in was

from an irate gentleman who took Barbara to task for

making such a service available. It took her a while to

recognize that the caller was her husband, George.

Lise Fortier, MD, FRCSC

Dr. Fortier graduated from the University of

Montreal and was the first French’Canadian woman

to become a gynaecologist. Dr. Fortier started to dis—

cuss contraception on television and radio as early as

1960 in a climate that was very repressive of such

ideas. Nevertheless, she succeeded in establishing a
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family planning clinic in a Frenchrspeaking Catholic

Hospital which also offered a range of other such

services.

The influence ofher work extended well beyond the

hospital in which she worked. She sufficiently helped to

change the climate in the province so that other facilities

were able to follow the example that she had established.

Dr. Fortier was elected President of the Planned Para

enthood Federation in 1972, and in 1975 to 1976 she

became the second'woman to become the President of

the SOGC.

1!:

Mary Speechly, MA, LLD (Hon), 1873—1968

Mary Speechly was born in London, England where

she received a fine academic education. She won

a scholarship to Liverpool University, where she was

the first woman to graduate in Classics, and did post»

graduate work in Latin and Greek at Cambridge

University.

In 1902, Mary and her family moved to Pilot

Mound in Manitoba where she founded the Women’s

Institute. In 1934, she moved to Winnipeg where she,

along with a small group of dedicated women,
met in

private homes, and over a cup of tea, promoted the use

of contraceptives. She organized and was President of

the Winnipeg
Birth Control Society.

For a woman who weighed less than 100 pounds,

she carried a lot of weight in applying political pres,

sure to have the Criminal Code
amended. When,

many years later, she was invited to a meeting in the

Legislative Building, she said, “I’ve been invited to

tread the hallowed halls where they once tried to

throw us out.”

Mary Speechly was one of Manitoba’s most admired

and respected citizens, and was recognized nationally

and internationally as a crusader for family planning.

She died in 1968 at the age of 95, before we were able

to have her portrait taken. Herpicture in the gallery

was taken from an earlier painting.

Marion G. Powell, MD, DPh, FRCPC, 1923—1997

Dr. Powell’s early recognition of the need to dispel

ignorance about birth control evolved into an

outstanding career as a clinician, educator and lectur»

er in public health. After practice in Timmins,

Ontario, and for eight years in Osaka, Japan, Dr. Pow,

e11 returned, and in 1965, directed the first public

health Clinic in Scarborough with emphasis on family

planning.

The Chair of Population Studies at the Universi’

ty of Toronto was held by Dr. Powell for five

years beginning in 1972 and, under her direction, the

Youth Clinic Column in the Toronto Star was begun in

1973. She was a strong supporter of Planned Parent—

hood, and held the post of President in 1968, 1970 and

1972.

In 1975, Dr. Powell was appointed to the Depart,

ment ofJustice Study in Abortion Law, and was invitr

ed to study and report on access to abortion in Ontario

in 1986. In 1988, the Canadian Government
present—

ed Dr. Powell with the Persons Award in recognition of

her contributions on behalf ofwomen. She received the

Order of Canada
in 1990.

Dr. Powell was a tireless lecturer on sexuality and

fertility control to health professionals and students in

high schools and universities. She was active in the Bay

Centre for Birth Control, where she remained a med,

ical consultant almost until her death in 1997.
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Sue Johanson

Sue Johanson has a nursing background and

in 1970, with the support of local health officials and

industry, helped to establish the first high school

birth control clinic for teenagers in North America,

at Don Mills Collegiate, a suburban high school in

Toronto.

She expanded this programme by going from

school to school, talking about sex to students at

all grade levels. Her communication skills were

further recognized when she pioneered the “Sunday

Night Sex Show” on a rock radio station in 1984,

and for ll years she had her own television show

“Talk Sex.”

Sue Johanson has spread her message through

the electronic media, magazines and newspapers

and is the author of three books. She even taught

sexuality to men in a Toronto jail.

I heard her regale an audience with the dif’

ficulties she had encountered when trying to

set up the first high school clinic. She was given

a onetime allocation of $150 by the Health

Council. There was no established budget and

she had to rely on volunteers for staff support.

They had to beg for and borrow materials in creative

ways, to the point Of Visiting a nearby hospital

routinely from which Clinic supplies, or as

Sue put it, “anything that could be moved,” would

surreptitiously find its way over to the school

clinic;

Sue still actively promotes her message in

sexuality — “Know what you are doing; think ahead;

plan ahead; and never let sex just happen.”

Percy Skuy

I have a problem with how to describe the next pio’

neer—namely myself.

After retiring as the President of OrtholMcNeil

Inc‘, I was honoured by being acknowledged as a pic;

neer, and my portrait hangs alongside the others men;

tioned in this paper‘ I will just refer to the wording that

goes along with the portrait.

Percy Skuy was born and educated as a pharmacist

in South Africa. He emigrated to Canada in 1957, and

eventually became the President of Ortho Pharmaceu’

tical (Canada) Ltd. and Ortho—McNeil Inc.

In July 1969, Percy broke the law by running

the first advertisement for a contraceptive foam in ,

Chatelaine, a Canadian magazine. He waited until the

last date for withdrawing the advertisement had passed,

and then infontied the regulatory authorities about what

he had done There was no turning back. The law was

being put to the test. The ad ran without a single

negative response being received, and on August 18,

1969, this section of the Criminal Code was finally

changed. For the first time, with some limitations, it

became legal, to sell and advertise contraceptive prod;

ucts Openly in Canada.

He championed the establishment of the Chair of

Population Studies at the University of Toronto, and

was a supporter ofa number of initial programmes deal;

ing with human sexuality.

Numerous symposia were organized through his

efforts from the mid 19605 to the mid 19705, at a time

when birth control and human sexuality were not freely

discussed by either the public or health care profession,

als. Percy established the Canadian Family Planning
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Pioneers
Awards to recognize

Canada’s most interest;

ing, ‘and at times
controversial,

personalities
involved

in this field.

Beginning
with a few

contraceptive
artifacts, Percy

started a museum
on the History of

Contraception,

Which, with over 600
items on

display, has
gained inter;

national
renown. He continues to write, travel and

lee;

ture extensively on
this topic.

I conclude
this article With

a sense of
frustration. I per;

sonafly have
met with all the

Canadians
mentioned as pie»

meets in the
gallery, with

the exception ofMary
Speechly

from
Manitoba. 1, however,

know a great many
others

who have contributed
immensely to allowing

contracep’

tive
information to become

freely
disseminated

in the

health sciences, in schools and
t0 the

general public
across

Canada.
Ihave truly not

done justice to their efforts.

For those that are interested, there is so much
more

to
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